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Gu Hanxing was shocked, afraid, and quickly flattered and said: “Yes, yes,
the uncle taught it right, with the uncle here, what does the young Lin
Ziming count for?”
Wu Meizi glared at him, then set her eyes on Lin Ziming, making no secret
of her murderous intentions towards Lin Ziming.
Among the thousands of people present, there was not one person who did
not feel the creeps.
“There is a good show to watch now!”
“Yeah, Wu Meizi and Lin Ziming are about to collide, both of them are
super masters of the Innate Realm, and their life and death struggle will
definitely be unparalleled!”
“This birthday party is really nothing in vain.”
“I have to admire Lin Ziming’s courage, it’s about this time, and dare to
take the initiative to come to Wu Meizi to kick the field, this is a personal
thing!”
“Huh, courage? I think he has no brains. Who is Wu Meizi, but she is a
famous female devil who wiped out her enemies more than ten years ago.
Now more than ten years have passed. Knowing what terrifying realm he
has reached, and Lin Ziming is just a newly promoted innate master, how
could he be Wu Meizi’s opponent?”
“This is not necessarily true. Lin Ziming also defeated Gu Xuan somehow.
Gu Xuan is also a veteran innate master.”
“Cut, what is Gu Xuan? Wu Meizi is many times better than Gu Xuan. Even
if Gu Xuan and Lin Ziming add up, they may not be Wu Meizi’s opponent.
Now there is Lin Ziming who wants to defeat Wu Meizi. It’s so idiotic to
talk in dreams!”
“Damn, it’s true, Wu Meizi is so good?”
“Nonsense, a genius who came out every 30 years is kidding you?”
Everyone present began to discuss enthusiastically, very excited.
Ouyang Yanran heard these comments and asked worriedly, “Dad, is Lin
Ziming really Wu Meizi’s opponent?”
Ouyang Xuehai sighed and said, “The two of them are not at the same level,
what do you think?”
Upon hearing these words, Ouyang Yanran bit her lips tightly.
On Luo Zifeng’s side, he also knew about it now, and he was particularly
excited. He thought that Lin Ziming was dead this time.
Similarly, I don’t know how many people are watching Lin Ziming’s jokes.
Everyone thought that Wu Meizi’s character would immediately give Lin
Ziming a thunderous blow, but Wu Meizi did not do that. She took her gaze
away from Lin Ziming, and then continued on Gu Hanxing’s birthday.
Lin Ziming also closed his gaze, and the corners of his mouth rose slightly,
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revealing a little smile.
The birthday party tonight has changed because of Lin Ziming’s appearance.
The atmosphere is very weird. The big scene of thousands of people is
surprisingly quiet, and everyone dare not make any noise.
Gu Hanxing has a place in Wumeizi Town, and now he is not afraid of Lin
Ziming at all, but feels very excited. He feels that Lin Ziming is purely
looking for death this time. When Wu Meizi takes action, he will kill Lin
Ziming. Then, from then on, His status is even more unshakable!
Thinking of this, he was very happy, the smile on his face couldn’t hide it.
He said loudly to everyone: “Today is my 32nd birthday, Gu Hanxing.
Thank you for your participation. I toast everyone!”
As he said, he raised his glass aloft and toasted everyone.
The four thousand people in the audience stood up to show their respect to
Gu Hanxing. Even Ouyang Feng’s family, Yuntian Pavilion, and other
high-ranking officials all stood up and toasted to Gu Hanxing.
Only Lin Ziming and Tao Sanniang were still sitting there, indifferent.
Tao Sanniang felt tremendous pressure at this moment, and she was
considered a person who had seen the world, but this situation still made her
breathless.
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